Your smart meter lets you
charge for the better.

OptimizEV is a pilot program helping to shape a clean
energy future by optimizing your electric vehicle’s
interaction with the electrical grid. OptimizEV offers
a discount based on how long you intend to leave
your car plugged in. We then determine exactly when
your car is charged within the timeframe you specify,
ensuring it’s ready to go when you need it.

Make a charge for the greater good
The flexibility to have your car charged during
times when fewer people require electricity will
help reduce stress on the grid. OptimizEV will
inform the design of programs across New York
State and set the stage for taking this grid stress
reduction project to scale. Your participation
helps contribute to the greater good and
possibly save money.

OptimizEV helps shape a clean energy future by optimizing your
electric vehicle’s interaction with the electrical grid.

Uncoordinated EV charging

Coordinated EV charging
through OptimizEV

In both figures, the orange curve reflects the baseline electricity demand, but not including EV charging. In
both figures, each one of the other colored curves corresponds to the load profile of a particular EV. In the
absence of coordination, customers charge their EVs at the maximum rate immediately upon arriving home
and plugging in their EVs, resulting in a peak system demand of approximately 178 kW, in this example.
With coordinated charging, the rate and time at which electric vehicles charge is chosen to fill the valley in
the baseline load, resulting in a significantly smaller system peak of approximately 122 kW. The OptimizEV
program helps create the coordination vital to reducing stress on the electrical grid.
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Saving money and helping to lower emissions, you and
others have your EV fully charged at the time you specify.

Contact us at optimizEV@nyseg.com to see how you can participate.
Together, we will make a charge for the better.

